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SMAAC to Host Family Outing to Mark 40th Anniversary
At their peak in 2005, takeoffs and landings by all
To commemorate its 40th anniversary, the concluaircraft using MSP had doubled to 540,000 a year.
sion of two 2007 noise lawsuit settlement decrees with
the Metropolitan Airports Commission,
(MSP flights declined to 453,000
and a broadened mission, the South
Join Us For Our
last year, a 14-year low, and are exMetro Airport Action Council (SMAAC)
40th Anniversary
pected to ease further toward 400,000
will hold a barbecue at 5:30 p.m.
Celebration
this year as airlines around the world
Wednesday, Aug. 20 at Veteran's Park
at
reduce service in the face of rapidly risin Richfield.
5:30 to 8:30 PM
ing fuel prices and a weak U.S. econWednesday,
omy. This trend, while creating painful
All present and past SMAAC memAugust 20, 2008
job losses for some airlines and support
bers, local legislators, city council memVeteran’s Park
firms, have brought further noise relief to
bers and their families will be invited to
65th & Portland
some, but not all, airport neighborhoods,
attend by special invitation. Bring your
Richfield
Spensley said.)
invitation and enjoy grilled hamburgers
and hot dogs by our master chef and
"But, under our newly expanded
board member Ron Lischeid. Remarks
mission statement, we must continue to be vigilant with
will be kept to a minimum.
regard to other aspects of airport operations, especially
air and ground safety, and such environmental issues as
"This is truly a significant moment for SMAAC,"
President Jim Spensley said. "We are pleased to share water, air and ground pollution in coming years,"
Spensley said.
our recent court successes with so many of our
neighborhood supporters during the very trying times
To volunteer for the evening, please call 612-824-9988.
since the advent of the jet age at Minneapolis-St. Paul
International Airport (MSP) in 1975.
SMAAC Starts Inquiry on MSP

Homeowners Win: District Court
Decree Requires Noise Mitigation

Ground Safety Coordination

SMAAC has begun an inquiry on ground safety
coordination at MSP. It marks the third anniversary of the
low-speed collision of two Northwest jets at the LindAfter the 2003 Class Action and Cities’ complaints bergh Terminal (May 10, 2005), and the first anniversary
were affirmed by District Court Judge Stephen Aldrich in of a little-discussed NTSB report on the accident.
2007, the Metropolitan Airports Commission decided to
What policies and agreements exist among local
negotiate a settlement. The result, now being impleFAA, MAC, and airlines here? Is ground traffic control of
mented, provides various levels of sound-insulation treat- aircraft and vehicles adequate? Is the MSP situation
ment for 5,286 homes at a cost of $127 million. .”
better or worse compared to other hubs?
We won!
SMAAC wanted an open public discussion of
(contd. on page 9)
MAC’s coordination with airlines and FAA.
(contd. on page 6)
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How Safe Are Major
Hub Airports?
By Jim Spensley, President

solved” and requested clearance to the gate.
In March 2006, FAA’s Air Traffic Control Tower at MSP allowed several airliners to depart using Runway 35 because
snow removal was incomplete on the main runways. There
were no planned taxi routes to the South end of the new runway at the time and visibility was low.

About ten years ago, I joked that my house was being
insulated against airport noise, but not reinforced against a
jumbo jet landing on my flat roof. It was a bad joke.

For two decades, NTSB has made ground safety systems a critical need for all commercial airports. FAA budgeted
and conducted extensive R&D to this problem without much
success. As widely reported this year, movements on the
Several articles in this edition touch on airport safety
ground are now considered the most dangerous part of air
issues. It was discovered in 2007 that dozens of near misses travel. Ground congestion is in itself a problem, and also can
went unreported each year at DFW, the American Airlines hub create hazards, such as incursions, fly arounds , or runway
in Dallas, Texas. FAA redefined “near miss.” Reported rundebris.
way incursions increased steadily for years. FAA redefined
“runway incursion.” Instead of slowing things down during
The sad but true story is that FAA summarily canceled
major construction periods here at MSP and Chicago O’Hare, incremental system improvements and development of suplocal FAA managers adopted experimental rules reducing
plemental ground-safety systems in 2006. Meanwhile, more
aircraft separations
airliners are flying closer together and taxiing further and faster
near their airports by
than ever before. And if mergers lead to larger hubs, even
50%.
higher fuel prices may not lead to rate reductions at the busiest airports.
In May 2005, a disabled Northwest Airlines DC-9 was
allowed to taxi on its own to the MSP Lindbergh terminal after
A fundamental issue is more aircraft at the same time in
an emergency landing on Runway 22. The DC-9 crossed re- the vicinity of hubs. FAA allowed “experimental” air traffic inopened runway 12L-30R (after looking both ways, we precreases around the busiest airports (including MSP), and now
sume) and routinely shut down its left engine. As it neared
calls the increases “demand”. It would be safer and more
Gate G-9, it had lost all hydraulic pressure and collided with a economical to maintain more manageable intervals by undoing
Northwest Airlines A-319 that was being pulled back from the the peak-hour concentrations of flights at the busiest hubs.
gate. There were injuries but fortunately no fatalities.
This regulation is now in place at metropolitan New York-New
Jersey airfields, which only had half-as-many operations per
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) inves- hour as O’Hare and MSP before reductions.
tigated the accident and filed a Preliminary Report . Shortly
after, the Chief Investigator was assigned to a fatal accident
If more flights are scheduled in the same busy
elsewhere. In May, the FAA website showed no investigators
hours, our advice is stay away from congested hubs
assigned to the MSP accident; later that Summer, an investigator was named, but a third investigator replaced him in Ocduring those hours.
tober 2006 according to the website.

In My Opinion

Finally, in mid-March 2007, the probable cause report
was completed. In the Twin Cities, the collision was then old
news. NTSB investigators said that since hydraulic fluid had
earlier been lost on the right side, the probable cause was the
pilot erred by shutting down the left engine. The remaining
hydraulic pump was driven by the left engine. If you have a
strong stomach, I invite you to read the NSTB’s further report
of contributing factors. Although the DC-9 aircraft had a known
problem with its rudder valve cracking and losing hydraulic
fluid in flight, a Northwest “Maintenance Chief” counseled the
air crew to ignore cockpit “Hydraulic Fluid Volume Low” and
fluctuating hydraulic pressure indicators as intermittent instrument failures. The air crew attempted to secure or replace
May 10, 2005 Jetliner Collision at MSP.
lamps in the hydraulic instrument panel, but broke the panel. Photo copyright Cyrus Cambata, used by permission.
The pilot then declared an emergency. After the landing,
Northwest reported that the hydraulic problem had “been rePage 2

NWA-Delta Merger
May Gain U.S.
Approval by Dec. 31
The flight path to a merger between Northwest Airlines
and Delta Airlines appears to be headed for approval by the
Justice Department by the end of the year, airline executives
and Wall Street analysts were reported to have declared the
week of July 21.
This step would clear the last remaining obstacle to the
controversial proposal, made in what some call a desperation
move by the two airlines to survive the worst economic crisis
in U.S. airline history. U.S. carriers, buffeted by unexpectedly
sharp rises in fuel costs and overcapacity, are expected to
lose at least $7 billion this year, compared with a profit last
year.
Operating together, the two airlines claim they will save
more than $2 billion in costs, in part by announced job reductions exceeding 7,000 employees to date along with reduced
schedules.

Richard Anderson was Northwest’s CEO when jobs and
facilities were pledged as part of Northwest’s interest in MSP
expansion. A $240 million public loan was made to Northwest
at that time. During Northwest’s tenure in bankruptcy, MAC
further secured the loan and continued most agreements with
Northwest , but also reduced leases rates and landing fees to
help Northwest financially.
Doug Steenland, Northwest’s present CEO, used union
concessions to help emerge from bankruptcy, and Northwest
employees doubt that their contracts would survive the
merger,, even if the jobs stayed. . Northwest unions denounced the merger with Delta, which operates bases mainly
in “right-to-work” States and has vigorously fought against
collective bargaining.
Now Delta Airlines CEO, Anderson testified with
Steenland at a Senate Aviation Operations, Safety and Security subcommittee hearing May 8 and in the House a week
later. Senator Klobuchar questioned them strongly about the
merger proposal and its effect on Northwest jobs here. The
CEOs flatly told her that unless “significantly higher” fuel
costs or other “unforeseen” business concerns developed,
most of the present Minnesota jobs would remain here.

Anderson’s pledge to keep the Chisholm reservation
center
in operation certainly could be politically calculated: it
The merger proposal has met with heavy criticism from a
lies
in
the
Eighth District, represented by Jim Oberstar who
Minnesota senator and several House members, especially
chairs
the
House Transportation Committee. Oberstar opRep. James Oberstar and Sen. Amy Klobuchar. Gov. Tim
poses
the
merger
as anti-competitive and is pressing the DePawlenty, Sen. Norm Coleman and most Minnesota business
partment
of
Justice
to find that the Delta/Northwest merger
groups support the marriage. SMAAC opposes the merger.
violates Federal anti-trust laws.
Intense opposition to the plan from airline unions and
certain consumer groups was aired in Washington May 8.
While some airlines used fuel hedges and limited expenses better than others, profits were elusive. The big airlines, as usual, decided that getting bigger through mergers
would help, and that government approvals and subsidies
could again be coerced by presenting no alternatives but cascading bankruptcies.
Of particular concern in Minnesota, Delta Airlines last
Fall revived the merger with Northwest Airlines, this time as
the buyer and senior partner. During a visit to her D.C. office
last December, SMAAC President Jim Spensley advised
Senator Klobuchar that this merger all but certainly would
modify or nullify Northwest Airlines’ agreements in Minnesota.
To gain business advantages, loans, and subsidies,
Northwest made various agreements with the State that
would be in doubt if the merger were approved. Spensley
asked Senator Klobuchar to monitor Minnesota legislative
hearings and support Senate hearings addressing the laws
and circumstances of the merger.

Klobuchar said she understood that factors outside the
airlines' control might "trigger" job reductions. SMAAC noted
that these factors, high fuel costs in particular, were the CEOs
stated reasons for the merger . Oil prices are not going down
because of airline mergers, but might subside slightly if
enough flights are cut to reduce demand.
MSP as a fortress hub seems safe for a time, according
to some analysts, guessing about what Anderson didn’t say. If
oil prices continue to press toward $200 a barrel? At that
price, and without concurrent ticket price increases, few airlines--legacy or discount--would be left standing according to
other airline analysts.
(See also “Air Fares”, New York Times May 9th, 2008)
SMAAC believes the mergers and cost cuts are part of a
plan to remain solvent longer than other airlines and survive to
operate in a high-fare monopoly market. And as we said to the
Minnesota House Commerce Committee: there are 3 possible
outcomes, and the least likely, a slightly smaller and safer hub
at MSP. has the most economic benefit.
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FAA: Starting Over on Air Traffic Control
Aviation technophiles, blogs, and magazines, and, occasionally, mainline media, are all a buzz about NextGen, the Next
Generation Air Traffic Control System.
If you haven’t heard of NextGen, former FAA Administrator Marion Blakey announced FAA’s plans last Spring in a major
press conference. It is FAA’s plan to keep more and more “… flights safe and on-time” by a massive over-haul and upgrade of
systems. Blakey described using aircraft GPS positions in an “advanced U.S. air traffic control and navigation system”. Her
remarks included cost and schedule estimates, and a technical overview. The idea was proclaimed realistic in funding requests
to Congress, but it probably isn’t feasible according to some scientists and engineers.

The proposed functional elements of NextGen are:
• Aircraft outfitted with Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receivers, digital communications systems, cockpit displays, and advanced avionics computers transmit their present positions using
automatic dependent surveillance - broadcast, (ADS-B) equipment (just being tested);
• Each aircraft has an ADS-B receiver/computer to update cockpit displays showing the positions,
headings, and speeds (tracks) of other aircraft in flight within 150 miles, periodically synchronized
with the larger FAA systems (not yet specified);
• Advanced air traffic control computers, at both FAA long-range en route centers and airport towers, receive radio transmitted present-position messages from hundreds of aircraft to update
“tracks” in air traffic controllers’ display consoles (not yet specified).
• Air traffic controllers at en route centers monitor aircraft positions and “hand-off” control to airport
tower controllers in real-time. (Controller and aircraft radio systems and airport instruments and navigation aids remain pretty much as now in use, to reduce training);
• The current radar systems and FAA computer centers provide back-up using existing radar, transceivers or reflected range and azimuth. (This part is not new, but it is complicated.)
At first glance, it appears the basic technologies are available. GPS receivers and map displays are commonplace in
automobiles. ADS-B is a mix of cellular phone and internet communications components and software. Artificial RADAR displays and signal transceivers are in use as the basis for air traffic control, and the new controller- console displays would be similar, if somewhat denser.
Even the Air Line Pilots Association doubts that NextGen is feasible. They say It’s a concept, not a design; you can’t solve an immediate problem with any 10-year development. As yet (July 2008), there
is no Federal budget for either NextGen or for developing and deploying improvements to current systems.
As FAA contract designers float requirements documents and
preliminary specifications for comment, many reviewers have grave
doubts about NextGen’s eventual operability. The criticisms are many
and varied, as seen in the samples below.
(See In My Opinion column, page 2.)
ADS-B. Receiving and displaying the relative positions of other
aircraft in flight nearby, or that may cross paths, is quite different from
displaying a position or a “track” on a map. All the received GPS positions must be converted to relative direction and distance and displayed. The position messages are very,
Simplified NextGen Diagram (Popular Mechanics, August 2007)
very short, but still must be managed over a large
space to not arrive at any station or aircraft simultaneLEGEND:
ATCT
Air Traffic Control Tower
Airport Controller Center
ously. Each plane's identity, position, speed and inGPS
Global Position System
On-board navigation aid
tended flight path would be broadcast to all other
Jetway
Preplanned flight path
En Route position tracked
aircraft and ground stations within 150 miles.
Airport Control primary sensor
RADAR
RADio Azimuth and Range
(contd. on page 8)

TRACON

Surveillance Radar System

En Route Controller Center
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The Story Behind the Story

A Long, Bitter Battle for Noise Relief
Reaches Judicial Closure
By Jim Spensley
The 2007 Hennepin County District Court decree established four treatment packages based on declining noise levels in the 64-60 DNL noise contour areas. The treatments vary
according to supposed aircraft altitude, such as when a departing airliner passes over homes near those already soundinsulated at less than 3,000 feet (64 DNL) and proceeds to a
higher altitude, or lower power setting, making somewhat less
noise over homes further out (60 DNL) where noise insulation
eligibility now ends.
The MSP 64-60 contour plan is NOT the first one in the
country approved by the FAA as was often claimed by Northwest and MAC. Here, since FAA had not approved the MSP
noise compatibility plan (NCP) submitted in 2002 for 2007
operations projections and flight paths, the FAA conditioned its
approval of the 2007 consent decree on no
FAA/PFC funds requested. Perhaps the FAA
was stuck by Congressional delays in passing
the pending FAA re-authorization bill. Under
continuing resolution status, the notorious
“Lott Amendment” applied, limiting PFC funding to 65 DNL or higher neighborhoods.
The District Court's interpretation was that MAC had
violated a 1996 contract – not, as MAC argued, merely on an
understanding honorably abandoned in the face of declining
post 9/11 revenue. It was the first litigated loss ever by MAC,
at least the first and only over neighborhood noise issues.
SMAAC salutes Coral Houle, former airport commissioner,
who wisely saw that dollars were not going to be the only cost
to the commission.
The first step was aborting the 1999-2005 dual-track
studies with a mere understanding among legislators and
commissioners that MAC would minimize or fully mitigate our
exposure to noise and pollution from MSP expansion. Another
was MAC accepting, with a wink and a nod, airline projections
of gradually increasing operations using mostly new, less
noisy planes. Then disbanding MASAC for frequently, and
perhaps loudly, doubting the Part 150 Update Program was a
fair approximation of the understandings.
The battle was sharply renewed in 2003 when MAC
rejected a “compromise” proposed by the Noise Oversight
Committee (NOC), successor to MASAC even though the
NOC program reduced the cost of the Extended Sound Insulation Program (ESIP) by more than half, extended the schedule
5 years more, and introduced the idea that less than 5 db
noise attenuation was “fair.”
Minneapolis Mayor R.T. Rybak and Council Member
Scott Benson engineered the NOC proposal. However, Northwest’s Kathleen Nelson, NOC Co-Chair, and Vicki Tigwell,

then MAC Chair, easily out-maneuvered Rybak’s appointed
MAC Commissioner, Dan Boivin, Tigwell’s substitute motion
to further reduce and postpone treatment was passed in committee by a large margin and adopted by the commission.
Mayor Rybak was outraged, as he should have been. In
a fiery speech, the mayor vowed to “protect the largest investment most people have, their home.” He said that citizens
ought to be able to rely on promises by a public body, and in
this case, the MAC’s promises could be litigated, as they were
memorialized in several documents.
SMAAC initially anticipated that Mayor Rybak’s threat to
sue the MAC for restoration of the “full package” of insulation
would result in a political settlement. SMAAC’s board thought
the governor, the Met Council, and the State Legislature would
not be amused that the MAC was being sued by Minneapolis
and other cities, and that the ESIP would be improved compared to the NOC proposal.
At the same time, SMAAC encouraged Minneapolis to
rely on the fact that the 5 db package was both promised and
the only treatment proven effective. Knowing that the promised ESIP areas were mapped in the FEIS/ROD approved in
1998, SMAAC argued that FAA should reject the for-2007 map
as well as the ESIP program as proposed by MAC because
neither was consistent with the FAA’s record of decision.
As it turned out, there was another important political
player. During gate lease renewal talks in 2000, NWA argued
that the ESIP should be funded from lease revenues collected
over a longer period, and MAC Executive Director Jeff Hamiel
agreed to cap the ESIP funding from lease revenues at $150
million (in 2001 dollars). Applied to the gates then leased, a
reduced rate compromise was reached.
MAC reduced proposed rates by $80 million but airlines
agreed to pay $70 million more. This amount, less than 40% of
the original estimate even in 1997 dollars, later became the
actual amount in the 2002-2006 MAC Capital Improvements
Plan (CIP). After 9/11, the MSP Part 150 Update was withdrawn and the CIP cut 80% (and zero allocated in 2002-03 for
ESIP).
Under the airline’s pressure to use both PFC and airport
revenue for more regional gates and completion of the new
runway, MAC voted to submit its revised Part 150 Update in
Summer 2003 triggering serious litigation planning by a coalition of Eagan, Minneapolis, and Richfield. Bloomington also
filed suit over the Update on different grounds.
SMAAC ‘s legal advisors suggested that the likelihood of
settling a dispute under favorable terms often depended on
the amount at risk.
(contd. on page 11)
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Minnesota Legislators Start
Dealing with Airport
Governance

Last November, SMAAC asked airport-area Legislators
to update, amend, or repeal State rules and laws to make
metropolitan airport governance more open and accountable.
The Metropolitan Airports Commission was originally established to replace Minneapolis as the airport manager in the
1960’s. We suggested that most, if not all, airport commissioners should be elected or selected by the Legislature in a
more open way. Alternatively, a new airports authority should
be created with more public accessibility and more balance of
interests.
We said that more Legislative audits and more practical
Legislative oversight is especially needed on the MSP capital
improvements program. The Legislature seemed to impose a
limit on terminal expansion in the 1996 law, according to committee minutes, but this point has not been audited. All environmental mitigation projects (such as compliance with permitlimits, ground water decontamination, hazardous chemical
containment), and noise mitigation (such as sound insulation,
noise beams, and low-frequency sound attenuation) should be
completed before new projects adding flight capacity are undertaken.
(contd. on page 7)

SMAAC Starts Inquiry
(contd. from page 1)

We expected the MAC to have access to FAA data for MSP
incursions, aborted landings, and other incidents comparing
August-October 2007 to the same periods in 2005 and 2006 to
support or dispute our view that more use of intersecting runways under “temporary” ATC procedures was less safe unless
rates were reduced.
Studying technical reports and presentations on ground
safety at airports since the collision led SMAAC to ask the
MAC Management and Operations Committee on June 4th if
Commissioners understand how adding more gates at a major
hub intensifies congestion? A letter to the MAC Management
and Operations Committee May 30 requested staff be directed
to assist SMAAC’s ground safety inquiry. But MAC Executive
Director Jeff Hamiel suggested that a response could be
drafted by staff and distributed to committee members.
SMAAC did not regard this suggestion as a step toward a
meaningful discussion with Commissioners.
SMAAC referred to Matthew Wald's articles on runway
incursions and ground safety at airports (New York Times,
April 25 and May 8). Wald reported NTSB and FAA testimony
to a U.S. Senate subcommittee that was not reported by Twin
City media. The Times article quoted FAA Associate Administrator for Safety, Nicolas Sabatini, that FAA is “… expanding
use (of equipment and software) that gives controllers a better

view of (aircraft) traffic on the ground.” SMAAC informed the
Commissioners in 2005 that the FAA had canceled development of this system after it failed field tests. Wald reported the
USDOT Inspector General later corrected Sabatini and said
that the R&D project was (not being deployed) but “overbudget and late.”
SMAAC testified at the State Legislature about the proposed merger and consolidation of Delta/NWA hubs. In light
of Delta’s plans for the SkyTeam hub at MSP, what will be
MAC’s response to a request for more gates and higher peak
operational rates?
Noting that the Tower controllers rely on visual observations of runway crossings and other ground traffic, SMAAC
also asked: Does the Commission have a policy to avoid building obstructions to lines-of-sight from the tower to ramps, taxiways, and runways? MAC Chair Jack Lanners told SMAAC
on May 7 that there are no plans to build more gates at Lindbergh, and that demolition of the B building was necessary,
and not a step toward new gates to be leased to NWA (or
Delta). However, Dennis Probst, MAC’s Deputy Executive
Director, Planning and Environment, said "We would likely
scramble to add gates (there) if Delta asked for more after a
merger."
Mr. Probst responded with a letter dated June 12, 2008.
It restated MAC’s limited operational safety responsibility at
MSP. The letter offered additional discourse with staff but no
public discussions or Committee involvement. Although critical in tone, the letter announced two recent positive changes
in ground traffic management. by FAA: the ATC Tower now
clears runway crossings directly whereas until recently aircraft
were typically cleared all the way to their gate after landing,
which often included taxiing across a runway; and FAA now
okays airline requests for pull-backs from gates, because of
proximity to taxiways.
The NTSB report on the May 10, 2005 collision released
in April 2007 states that the disabled DC-9 had been routinely
cleared to taxi to its gate and (also routinely) turned off its left
engine after crossing a runway and was unable to steer or
stop, colliding with an airliner being pulled back at a gate.
An Associated Press report connecting near-misses and
busy hub airports was published in early July 2008 based on
information acquired through a Freedom of Information Act
request.
SMAAC’s position remains that MAC is the public’s sole
representative as to how MSP facilities are used, and safety is
always a reason to limit over-use, impose restrictions during
construction projects, or refuse to add gates.
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SMAAC’s Legislative Agenda:
1. The Legislature should prohibit further gate expansion at MSP's Lindbergh Terminal for safety, environmental, and economic reasons. More gates spawn larger banks, higher rates, and more congestion. Current
rates at MSP are 155 operations per hour or more, using three runways. In 1995, safely increasing the rate 25%,
from 60 - 65 operations per hour to 80 for more than an hour, was said to require a new runway. High operational
rates disperse flights and associated noise and pollution.. Hub expansion means also more flights without increasing airline competition or local-passenger capacity.
2. Most, if not all, airport commissioners should be elected or selected by the Legislature in a more open
way. Alternatively, a new airports authority should be created with more public accessibility and more balance of
interests. The principle of involving the affected neighborhoods and citizens should be restored.
3. More Legislative audits and oversight is needed on the MSP capital improvements program. The Legislature intended a limitation on terminal expansion the 1996 law according to committee minutes, but this point was
not audited. All environmental mitigation projects (such as compliance with permit-limits, ground water decontamination, hazardous chemical containment, and noise mitigation (such as the SIP, noise beams, and low-frequency
sound attenuation) should be completed before new projects adding flight capacity are undertaken.

Minnesota Legislators Start
Dealing with Airport Governance
(contd. from page 6)
These arguments were advanced in various bills addressing airport policies and governance. For the first time in
years, MAC reform bills passed in committee and received
attention by caucus leaders. None passed, but a start was
made.
As evidenced by repeal of the dual-track study, Northwest Airlines and other industry interests attained enough
political push to share decision-making at MAC well beyond
the ordinary and necessary cooperation between airlines and
airport manager. MSP expansion was supposed to lead to
more airline competition, lower local fares, less noise and
pollution (or at least more revenue for mitigation), and other
benefits.
In the same period, key Federal airport management
and aviation laws were made pretty much the same way, by
pretty much the same special interests. The Air Transport
Association (the airline lobby) can get laws or rules amended
at the Federal level. The Federal rule-making process caters
to industry input through technical advisory committees and
extended reviews by the corporations affected.
“This is why airlines, construction companies, fuel suppliers, unions, and MAC all employ lobbyists.” says Jim
Spensley, SMAAC President. “It has come to the point where
MAC defers to local FAA operational decisions and FAA defers to airline requests, almost without thought.”
During the past 7 years, flights have been concentrated
at MSP and a few other hubs, aided by Federal funding in

1992 to 2000 for new runways at existing hubs. However, 9/11
and subsequent priorities interfered with FAA plans for improved air traffic control systems and airport staffing. For several years, SMAAC has been pointing out that MSP expansion
as legislated in 1996 has morphed into a Northwest Airlines’
hub expansion. State economic growth is better implemented
without undue obeisance to the incumbent airlines.
In 1995, safely increasing the rate 25%, from 60 - 65
operations per hour to 80 for more per hour, was said to require a new runway. Today the peak is 145 to 155 operations
per hour. Lowered lease rates spawned larger banks, higher
rates, and more congestion. High operational rates disperse
flights and associated noise and pollution. Hub expansion also
means more flights without increasing airline competition or
local-passenger capacity. Increased airline competition cannot be safely shoe-horned into MSP, and the next step is planning an already sorely needed second or replacement airport.
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MSP Has Room for 33 More Gates if Needed
The 2020 long-term expansion
plan for MSP, established in 1986, was
suspended in 2005 as a result of the
slower-than-expected recovery of traffic
after 9/ll, the seat price wars that led to
bankruptcies of many major carriers, and
rising fuel prices.

of the Humphrey Terminal, if built in a
curve toward the terminal building. In
either case, gates would be added in
increments of three.

SMAAC notes that the original
sequencing of the gate-expansion projects was to move smaller airlines to
While no new gates are planned to Humphrey and free up narrow-body
be added to the 135 now in place, MAC gates for use by connecting flights.
is taking preliminary steps to prepare for
Hamiel’s rendition of the plans now
additional gates if circumstances require
on hold can be accurate but not realistic.
after the pending merger of Northwest
The plans were made when predictions
Airlines and Delta Airlines takes place.
were based on global trade and increasBoth wide-body and narrow-body jet
ing flight demand for long-haul jumbo-jet
gates could be provided if necessary,
flights, mainly those operated by Northsays Jeff Hamiel, executive director of
west or its SkyTeam partners, Delta and
MAC.
KLM. Continued hub growth subsequently leads to more jumbo gates.
The modified 2010 plan could be
reinstated, he said, by adding six narrowThe relative likelihood of increased
body gates to the northeast end of the l0domestic , non-hub demand and ingate Humphrey Terminal. The passencreased hub demand depends on how
gers would use a skyway to enter the
Orange parking ramp under construction airlines resolve financial issues with the
and take an elevator or escalator down economy lagging and costs steeply increasing.
to the light-rail transit station.
To add more wide-body gates,
Space exists for another 13 regional carrier gates at the southwest end two unused NWA hangars facing Hwy.

494 could be demolished to extend the
Gold Concourse by up to nine gates for
national carriers.
This year, $6.7 million is being
spent to demolish most of the former
NWA HQ building (Building B) seen to
the left as one enters the Lindbergh Terminal dropoff zones. Next year, more
funds could be allocated to finish preparing the surface for later occupancy of up
to 21 gates.
Dennis Probst, deputy executive
director of planning and environment for
MAC, said that a group of wide-body
gates could be built in 18 months once
the Airports Commission approved.
Meanwhile, a second 2008 construction project will widen a taxiway that
allows large jets to traverse from the G
Concourse to the north parallel runway.
SMAAC, for its part, is prepared to
ask MAC to define the safety, congestion
and pollution effects from any of the
proposed expansion projects if and when
they arise.

FAA: Starting Over

Air Traffic Control. Imagine a controller trying to deal with a
single aircraft without a working GPS, display, computer, and
(contd. from page 4)
transmitter-receiver in amongst hundreds of other aircraft. The
That could mean 400 or more signals received in geocentric
other aircraft would either revert to back-up mode or have their
coordinates per update. Sending hundreds of position updates
displays updated for the “silent” aircraft from the ground. A
to hundreds of aircraft in flight and dozens of ground stations
paradox: if it is possible to revert to back-up in flight, it is more
is complex. The frequency of updates needed to display tracks
likely that an aircraft’s system would be turned off by mistake.
even as well as is possible today is not yet specified.
Security. In the above case, could the systems be turned off or
Cockpit Displays. “Claims that ADS-B messages and displays
disabled as an act of terror? Might recorded transmissions
can be used by pilots without second-guessing controllers is
from past flights be transmitted to “spoof” the system? If comspeculative. That they could be used in the cockpits for collimunications are encrypted, key management becomes ansion-avoidance is fantasy.” Comment attributed to a Senior
other unspecified layer of system complexity.
Air Traffic Controller. It is untrue (or worthless if true) that "all
pilots and controllers will see the same real-time displays of air Logistics: FAA’s best-case scenario is 7 years for developtraffic." as claimed by Ms. Blake. Aircraft computers necessar- ment and 10 years for full deployment. All aircraft must be
equipped. Airlines aren’t buying new cockpit equipment at all,
ily would process and display information in aircraft-relative
and would not be doing so before the systems is proven. The
coordinates; ground control centers in radar-like spherical
least per plane cost for GPS/ADS-B would be thousands, and
coordinates. If the displays were the same, neither pilots nor
this cost exacerbates the political fight over paying for
air traffic controllers could read such a display if more than a
NextGen through taxes and fees and how these would be
few dozen positions were displayed, because of scaling and
proportioned between commercial, charter, cargo and general
overlays. ATC console displays cover a limited (airport) area
aviation flights.
and time, so a dozen aircraft icons, at most, are shown.
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Hall of Fame Established

Re-Inventing SMAAC

Each and every time the airport added buildings or
runways or tenants it encroached in some way on nearby
The Board of Directors resolved to recognize and honor neighbors.
SMAAC volunteers in conjunction with the Council’s 40th
But the past 75 years were also a period of steady
Anniversary celebration. SMAAC "Hall of Fame" nominations
growth and development. Minneapolis as
for the Charter Class will be made by the Board of Directors,
airport manager, sharing with State and Federal military
recognizing those involved before the 1986 re-organization
aviation, concluded when the need for a Twin Cities com(some posthumously). A public nomination process is envimercial airport was recognized. The new Metropolitan
sioned hereafter for a total of eight classes in the next few
Airports Commission and the first jetliners rolling up to the
years.
new terminal were in close sequence. In the same decade,
suburban housing sprang up around MSP.
The class of 2008 will include Original Founders, circa
What to do about airport noise? Every step toward
1967: Loren J. Simer, Sr., Frank Ario, and others, and may
economic
growth led toward more air transportation; every
include other Organizers, circa 1977. The first induction
increase
in
service led to more overflights. The Dual-track
ceremony will be part of the Annual Meeting as part of the
studies
law
enacted in 1983 suggested solutions
40-year celebrations.
based on projected growth and costs of investment.. Neither a new airport nor MSP expansion was a clear choice.
Members are encouraged to nominate persons who
It is not our observation alone that MSP expansion
should be honored for their work on our cause. The Board
as it transpired missed several of its goals. Instead of
would finalize a list for the next inductions, chronologically.
lower fares and better service, we have a fortress hub;
The eras are Dual-Track Studies, circa 1987; MASAC, circa
instead of reduced noise and pollution, meager mitigation;
1992; Part 150 Updates, circa 1994; MSP Expansion FEIS,
instead of local employment, outsourcing; instead of a 25%
1996-2000; Post 9/11, 2001-2004; and New Runway
increase in annual flights, 125% more at peak hours.
Changes and Litigations, 2004-present.
Clearly 9/11 and additional security needs interrupted the 1997 plans. Airline bankruptcies, the war in Iraq,
and crude oil prices all severely perturbed expansion and
expansion finances. But MSP expansion is what it is. Much
SMAAC works as a coalition of citizen-members and
work remains to make MSP an acceptable neighbor.
community organizations to:
SMAAC needs more help, new expertise, and wider geo·
Promote long-term economic growth in Minnesota
graphical participation. MSP ‘s neighbors’ voices need to
through more transparent decision-making at MSP, by supporting be heard at MAC and by City Councils, Legislators, FAA
all responsible domestic and international providers of reliable air managers, and US Senators and Members of Congress.
passenger and cargo service, by seeking more airline competition
and low-cost air service, and by alerting citizens to unfair airline
Homeowners Win
( contd. from page 1)
marketing practices, sweetheart contracts, and monopolistic carThe result was an unprecedented victory against
tels;
long odds, worthy of celebration.
We agree with Mayor Rybak, who said winning the
·
Advocate locally and nationally for air and ground
safety for airport workers and travelers at and around Minneapo- case “… changes the relationship between an airport
and its surrounding neighborhoods.” For neighborlis-St. Paul International Airport;
hoods, litigation against the MAC has a legal precedent:
a court has found that the MAC is obligated to fulfill
·
Seek vigorous enforcement of environmental regulations and minimize ground, water, air and noise pollution, and to plans represented to the public as reasonable and beneficial to citizens.
suggest Federal and State legislation when needed for this purCitizens demonstrated and marched for airport
pose;
noise relief; volunteered thousands of hours serving on
·
Monitor and report the policies and actions of the Met- MASAC; SMAAC studied noise effects, challenged airropolitan Airports Commission to increase community aware- lines and other special interests, monitored MAC meetness of aviation and airport issues, and also the policies and
ings, searched out documents, wrote letters and news
actions the Federal Aviation Agency and other involved governstories, and formed truth-squads. Perhaps it ought not
mental entities
have been so hard, but you kept at it in spite of every
difficulty.
Adopted May 21, 2008
You won! Like any compromise, the settlement
isn’t perfect. But it is well worth celebrating!
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New Mission Statement

MSP Traffic Analysis: 1997 to 2007
By Jim Spensley
We traditionally graph MSP use by total operations per
year as reported by MAC, and predict use for the next 1-2
years. Our predictions differ from the Commission’s for two
reasons: first, their primary source is the incumbent airlines;
second, the commission has a rolling 5-year capital improvements plan to implement based on past predictions. This
year, airline predictions for 2009 to 2014 will depend on
merger plans, fuel prices, and government policies enacted
after the 2008 elections. No projections make sense now.
The airlines also report originating passenger based on
reservation and ticketing data. Enplanements, or departures,
are doubled to account for destination passengers. When
MSP was authorized to expand in 1996, the Legislature intended that there would be enough flight capacity at MSP to
support local demand in 2020 with a hubbing factor of 50%.
The hubbing factor is the ratio of connecting passengers to
local passengers. Although the airlines and the Commission
always reported a nearly equal number of connecting and
local passengers over the last decade, we believe the chart
(upper right) is more accurate.
A passenger facility charge (PFC) of $4.50 is collected
for each MSP departure if the trip starts here or is the second
leg of a trip originating elsewhere. Unless 2006 and 2007
PFC revenue was under-reported, about 45% of the originating passengers paid only $4.50 to MSP and 55% paid $9.00.
With that correction, the chart shows the same trend as MAC
reports but a higher ratio of hub travelers to local travelers.

Sources: 1997-2007, MAC Audit Report (SMAAC adjusted local passengers to 55% of originating passengers).

The most precipitous decline in operations (flights), during Northwest’s bankruptcy, shows through the 2005-2006
data but less so for total passengers. The simplest explanation
is load factor, or percent of available seats filled. Flights were
added at peak hours as 2 or 3 smaller regional jets flights
replaced a single flight by a larger aircraft, and the smaller
planes served connecting passengers’ needs. Large airliners
departing the hub were as full as ever, but off-peak flights
were canceled.

Hub airlines have computers that model demand from
historical data, such as days of the week, days that fall within
a week of a holiday, or school terms. The airlines “block” – do
A million or so fewer local enplanements annually was
not offer advance reservations for economy fares – on days
significant, perhaps more so in 2001 and 2002 with a downthey predict extra demand. As the national economy slowed
ward trend in air traffic. During the months after 9/11/2001,
because of oil prices, sub-prime mortgage writedowns, and
the seat supply for local travelers was reduced by fewer
war costs, the models lagged. As the trends persisted, hub
flights, smaller planes and a higher hubbing factor. There is
airlines “unblocked” flights departing hubs and more local
no reason to believe local travel demand was lower than natravel, at economy fares, resulted. Although business detional demand at any time. Economically, the combination
mand faltered, small and large businesses and public agenexplains the local fare premiums: demand exceeded supply.
cies also stopped buying business class tickets if economy
The only 3 years that overall passenger enplanements at MSP class seats were available.
were less than the year before were 1998 (2%), 2001 (0.8%),
Assuming the Delta-NWA merger goes through, and oil
and 2006 (4.5%).
prices decrease, business travel remains a necessity, and
many travelers will pay higher fares and fees anyway. In an
MSP Operations (1997-2007)
optimistic scenario, passenger and operations at MSP could
begin to recover next year because of reductions at other
Delta hubs.
We doubt that mergers and cost-cutting will allow the
legacy airlines to fly longer routes, offer less service, and
charge higher fares as long as oil prices are high for all their
competitors, including ground transportation and more efficient
air carriers. As SMAAC testified to the Minnesota House
Commerce Committee in May, these beliefs are more like
hope or faith in Delta and Northwest executives.
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SMAAC Enrollment/Renewal Form
Send to: SMAAC – P.O. Box 19036
Minneapolis, MN 55419-0036

Membership & Annual Dues
__ $15.00
_____ $25.00
$_____

Individual
[Person named below is Voting Member]
Household or Group [Voting Member is named by Group]
Additional contribution to the GENERAL Fund. [Default]

Voting Member:
_______________________________
Phone: ______________________
Group if applicable: _______________________________ Email: ______________________
Address:
____________________________________________
City:
_______________________________ State: ________ Zip: _____________
Interested in volunteering.

Interested in serving on the Board of Directors.

The South Metro Airport Action Council is a Chapter 501(4) (c) not-for-profit organization.

A Long, Bitter Battle for Noise Relief

(contd. from page 5)

Because of the possibility of awards for consequential or punitive damages, a Class Action suit paralleling the Cities’ might
provide leverage. SMAAC discussed this with Zimmerman-Reed and provided the firm a podium at our Forum. Different law
and goals separated the cases, but a non-cooperating win is still a win, in our opinion.
SMAAC correctly predicted that the Court would find in favor of the Class and the Cities, but avoid administrating how
relief was scheduled or dispersed. Accordingly, the treatment areas were determined privately by the parties’ attorneys using
maps and assertions of law and fact supplied by MAC. The areas were marked out from the for-2007 airline flight projections
map submitted with the 2003 NCP Update , with block intercepts, supplemented with 64-63 DNL areas in the for-2005 high
forecast Dual-Track map if missed in the above. These homes were attached to adjacent treatment areas in the 2007 map, not
necessarily 63+ and usually lower treatment areas, also put at the end of the schedule.
SMAAC had certainly hoped for a less-arbitrary settleSMAAC Board Vacancies
ment. The for-2007 map was based on less-than-reasonable
Several vacancies in the Board need to be filled at the
projections of flights and flight paths, and subsequent operare-convened Annual Membership meeting this fall. It is antici- tional changes made the modeling and mapping a farce. Too
pated that nominees will be brought forward then and an elec- many people will be disturbed by overflights and noise demontion held, although the present Board has By-Law authority to stratively worse than in the treated areas.
fill the vacancies through the next regularly scheduled Annual
HELP WANTED
Meeting in November this year. A recent amendment of the
If your are interested in transportation,
By-Laws, made to better correspond with fiscal year budgetthe environment, and the quality of life
ing, moved the Annual meeting. However, when the Fall Foin your neighborhood near an airport,
rum was postponed due to the planned guest speaker’s illwork with us. We have a mission you
ness, the election was postponed as well.
know is important.

Vacancies and terms are:
Director

Terms Ends Date

Seat 9
Seat 1
Seat 7
Seat 8

November 2008
November 2009
November 2009
November 2010

SMAAC needs your skills as
a writer, a web-site master, a researcher or
an organizer. We need your time and energy, particularly if you
are younger than SMAAC.
Contact James R. Spensley, President
612-824-9988
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